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 Advancement International Limited (AIL) does not assume liability for any 

damages of any kind arising out of the application, use, or the inability to use any 

of the products made or sold by AIL. By purchasing products sold by AIL, buyer 

assumes all risks of use and indemnifies AIL against all damages. The products 

sold hereunder and any other products made or sold by AIL have been subject to 

limited testing if any by the manufacturer under specific conditions for a limited 

amount of time in a specific environment and should never be used without the 

appropriate and comprehensive testing by the buyer. 

AIL only sells components. It is the responsibility of the party doing the 

integration of such components into a product to do all due diligence for the 

components in or connected to the final product. Any performance specifications 

that were provided are believed to be reliable but are not verified and the buyer 

must conduct and complete all long term performance, failure and other testing of 

the products together with the end product in the end environment under the end 

conditions accounting for all factors (including but not limited to voltage, 

amperage, precipitation, humidity, ambient temperature, and air composition) in 

accordance with all electrical standards and best practices including but not 

limited to UL, national, regional, and local electrical codes. 

Products and samples sold by AIL are not designed and/or manufactured for 

use in any of the following applications:  

Where human life or health is in jeopardy, medical, safety, military, weapons, 

vehicles, aviation, space applications, unmanned aerial equipment such as drones 

or similar applications. 

Further, the manufacture does not carry product liability insurance to 

defend and/or pay any liability claims or allegations for bodily injury or property 

damage arising out of the use of these products used in any the above 

applications. If the purchaser of these products were to use these or resell them 

for use in any of the above applications, they are solely responsible for any bodily 

injury or property damage arising out of their use. 

Disclaimer is subject to change without notice. 


